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Lech Lechah

Shabbat Shalom.

Contrary to popular opinion, Abraham was no selfless saint.  Had he been

a saint, this week’s parashah would not have been named the poetic lech-lechah

- go forth for yourself, but rather lech-lahem, go for them, go forth for those

who will come after you.  Rather, we have lech-lechah, a divine command to

get out of Dodge, skip town, move on.  Why?  Why did Abraham need to ship

out?  Perhaps it was because he was less than saintly, because he had some

run-ins with the authorities - a habit we see repeated in this parashah and later

on.  Indeed, it may be that our good friend Abraham was an earthy rabble-rouser

his whole life, and the command to go forth was less about starting something

wonderful and more about getting away from something problematic.  

How do we know Abraham was a trouble-maker?  Although the Torah is

silent about Abraham’s first seventy-five years, the rabbis and other traditions

are not.  These later sources understand Abraham had a penchant for rubbing

people the wrong way. I want to explore today one of these incidents when

Abraham got into a wee spot of trouble.

But first, who here is familiar with the story of Abraham practicing his

batting swing in his father’s idol workshop?  Where is that story found?  

There are at least four accounts of this incident.  

I begin with the famous midrash on Genesis.1  After Abraham had a

hay-day in his father’s workshop that destroyed both his livelihood and his

1. Bereshit Rabbah 38:13
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gods, his dad dragged him to Nimrod’s court for a proper and authoritative

reprimand.  Here Abraham has a heated theological debate with Nimrod, king of

Babylonia.  Peeved that Abraham destroyed the gods Nimrod appeases, Nimrod

insists that Abraham worship them one by one.  Worship Fire - Nimrod

commands.  Abraham retorts, how about I worship water that quenches fire.

Nimrod responds, So worship water!  Abraham suggests he worship clouds

instead, since they carry water away.  So worship clouds!  Why not I worship

the wind, Abraham offers.  So worship the wind!  Perhaps it would be better I

worship the human who withstands wind.  Barely containing his rage, Nimrod

seethes, “You pile words upon words, yet I worship none other than fire.  And

into it I shall throw you.  Let the God to whom you bow save you from it!”  It

so happened that Haran, Abraham’s brother, witnessed this interaction between

these theological giants with great trepidation.  What shall I do - Haran

wondered.  If Abraham wins, I shall tell them that I am in his camp and one of

his followers.  But if Nimrod wins and Abraham dies, I will tell them I follow

Nimrod.  The midrash then relates that when Abraham went into the fire he was

not harmed and Haran was taken into custody and asked who he followed.

Abraham, Haran cried.  The officials then took Haran and threw him into the

same fiery furnace, but unlike Abraham, his belly opened and he died, thereby

fulfilling the biblical verse that Haran predeceased Terah, his father.

The second version of this story comes from the Islamic tradition and is

found in the Qur’an.2  Here Abraham questions the masses of people around

him why they worship manufactured idols.  They reply, “We found our fathers

worshipping them.”  This is an interesting response insofar as they do not claim

idolatry to be either true or good theology, but merely that idolatry is a tradition

bequeathed to them.  Abraham responds that he has a better idea and encourages

2. 21:51-70.
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the people to turn around.  With their backs to him he picks up his bat and

destroys the idols, except the biggest so that the people would accuse it of this

havoc.  The people survey the destruction and incredulously wonder “Who has

done this to our gods?  It must be a man of great impiety.”  Some people say

that it was Abraham, and they bring him forth for a public hearing.  They ask

him, “Are you the one who has done this to our Gods?”  He lies, saying, “No,

this was done by the biggest one there!  Go ask the idols, that is, if they can

speak intelligently.”  The people turn upon themselves, accusing themselves of

wrong headedness.  Some shamefully admit that they knew full well that the

idols do not speak, much less wreak such havoc. Abraham skewers the people

one last time, saying, “Do you worship things that can do you no good and no

harm?  Fie upon you for worshipping things other than God.  Have you no

sense?”  The people erupt, “Burn him and protect your gods!”  And then - so the

Qur’anic story goes - the people throw Abraham into a fire.  But it was just then

that Allah says, “Fire!  Cool yourself and be a means of safety for Abraham.”

The people sought a plan against Abraham, but Allah made them lose most.

The midrash offers a third version.3  Here Nimrod seeks to destroy

Abraham first by imprisoning him for a year and depriving him of food and

water.  At year’s end Nimrod requires his citizens to bring wood for forty days

and construct a massive pyre upon which he would then burn Abraham’s rotting

corpse.  When he went to the prison to extract the body, it turns out that

Abraham is alive and well.  When asked how he survived, Abraham responds,

“Food and drink have been bestowed upon me by Him who is over all things,

the God of all gods and the Lord of all lords, who alone does wonders, He who

is the God of Nimrod and the God of Terah and the God of the whole world. He

dispenses food and drink unto all beings. He sees, but He cannot be seen, He is

3. Legends of the Jews.  http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/loj/loj107.htm
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in the heavens above, and He is present in all places, for He Himself supervises

all things and provides for all.”  Not wanting to be outdone, Nimrod deputizes

his princes to bring Abraham out of prison and put him on the pyre.  One by one

they try, but each one is in his turn burnt to a crisp by the fire even before

reaching the prison door.  Finally Satan appears in human form to help complete

Nimrod’s task.  He suggests building a catapult so that no one else would need

to get close to the fire and die.  After constructing this catapult and testing it

three times by lobbing stones into the fire, Satan approaches Abraham and

invites him one last time to relent and worship idols as Nimrod does. Abraham

spits his reply, "May the Eternal rebuke you, you vile, contemptible, accursed

blasphemer!"  Nonplussed, Satan departs and Abraham is put into the catapult.

Abraham then cries out to heaven, “O Lord my God, You see what this sinner

purposes to do to me!" When the angels receive Divine permission to save him,

and Gabriel, the angel of fire, approached him, and asked, "Abraham, shall I

save you from the fire?" he replied, "God in whom I trust, the God of heaven

and earth, will rescue me," and God, seeing the submissive spirit of Abraham,

commanded the fire, "Cool off and bring tranquillity to my servant Abraham."

The fourth version is found in the Talmud.4  Here the story jumps

immediately to when Nimrod threw Abraham into the fiery furnace. The

archangel Gabriel hastens to God and petitions God, saying, “Permit me to go

down and cool the fire, so that no harm may come to Abraham.”  God replies,

shjhv ,t khmvk shjhk vtb 'unkugc shjh tuvu hnkugc shjh hbt.  I am the unique one him

my world, and he is the unique one in his world.  It would only be fitting that

this unique one save that unique one.  

What can we make of these four versions?  

4. BT Pesachim 118a.
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In the first we have a theological debate between Nimrod and Abraham

essentially about supersessionism.  Their arguement is about which entity or

deity is most powerful, not just more powerful.  In a way theirs is a condensed

conversation between elite representatives of ancient yet competing theologies,

between monotheism and polytheism, and Abraham’s brother Haran proves that

false belief in either saves not.  

In the second story - the Qur’anic version, we have the generic masses

admitting their idolatry is merely custom, a dusty relic they carry on only

because they witnessed their families practicing it.  By destroying their idols

Abraham provokes a strong public reaction and is saved from their furious

flames only by the one true God, Allah.  In a way this version of the story is a

polemic against tradition for tradition’s sake.  In short, true belief in the true

God, not a believed truism in a witless god, is what saves.  

In the expansive third version we see a desparate Nimrod seeking not

merely to destroy Abraham but to punish him for his effrontery to idolatry.  No

matter what course of action Nimrod tries to hurt and maim Abraham, he fails.

His deputies fail.  Satan, the ultimate provocateur, fails.  And even the catapult,

itself an advanced technology do deliver death, ultimately fails.  Even more, the

angel Gabriel fails to deliver Abraham from the flames, not for lack of capacity

or will but because Abraham envisions his salvation springs only from the

source of his faith, a source he trusts with his life.  In a way this is a story about

the inevitable limitations of human institutions like governments, science and

technology to sway people. Even human desire, impersonated by Satan,

ultimately cannot distract one committed to trusting God.  In sum, existential
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trust is intelligible not when it is given over to any human construct or emotion

but only when it is given over to God.

The last version of the story has little to do with humans at all, however.

It depicts a power struggle between an angel who could save Abraham from the

fiery furnace and God who should save him.  The reason why God and not

Gabriel should intervene to save Abraham is that Abraham is genuinely unique.

He does not stoop to copy or mimic others’ beliefs.  If he did, if he were like the

generic masses in their unthinking genuflections or uncritical dogmas, it would

be fitting for Gabriel, an angelic impersonator of God, a divine imposter, to

intervene on his behalf.  Rather, Abraham is confident in his own faith and this

is why God desires a direct, unmediated and personal relationship with him.

This story thereby demonstrates a critical tenet of Jewish theology: a personal,

direct relationship can be had with God if your faithfulness is genuinely your

own - and this is something God desires.

At the end of the day, I am not certain which, if any, of these stories

depicts what actually happened.  Perhaps Abraham never met Nimrod, or

Nimrod was no king of Babylon, or maybe catapults didn’t exist in Abraham’s

day.  Even if I do not know which version is historically true, perhaps these

stories bespeak a grain of truth about the character of Abraham, at least as later

traditions understand him.  Albeit in different ways, these stories depict

Abraham as a confident rabble-rouser, defiant in the face of earthly power,

someone certain in his faith, trusting in his God, willing to risk life and limb by

destroying others’ property to demonstrate how and why idolatry is silly.

Because of his ornery methods of speaking truth to power and his

obnoxious ways of convincing others to abandon their waywardness, it is
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reasonable to think of Abraham as less than a selfless saint.  On the other hand,

it is precisely his chutzpah that inspired the divine command to sally forth into

the unknown.  And it is to this rambunctious, somewhat BBQ smelling human

that God says lech-lechah - go forth for yourself.  For it is through you, you

mischevious man you, that generations will be blessed and humankind

enlightened.  

Perhaps we should count ourselves fortunate for having such an earthy

ancestor.

And may we be inspired by Abraham to be genuinely, uniquely earthy.

Shabbat Shalom.
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